
BMS August 2010

Thanks everyone for taking part, we had a great time!
	 	 		Please	visit	our	blog	stadtpflaster.blogspot.com



DAY 1
              Would you have known?
                      Where these are?

On Day 1 local places had to be recognized and placed on a map

Hanna done very well!                            Bianca and Isabel were close behind...



	 	 then	we	drew...Our favorite places in Mitte
                 					

Hanna
Eis	Manufaktur	 	 	 	 	 	 Bianca
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 her	living	room

Alexa
Bookshop	 	
	 	 	

Isabel
Eis	Manufaktur	 	 	 	 	 	 Menno
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Forum	Terrasse



DAY 2
              On day 2 we tried to make out the different sounds of the city
                      

We started at Weinbergspark

Hammering, funny talking, fast 

cars and the birds. Bianca heard it 

all and even matched sounds with 

colours.

Nanook heard noises only from 

the pond. Is there more to the 

pond in Weinbergspark than we 

know!?

Felix heard undefined noises 

in his close surroundings, car 

noises inside the park and even 

noises coming from the pond!

Gesine heard birds, motorbikes, 
loud arguing, a hammer and 
cars. She did not think any of 
these sounds had a colour.

Isabel heard fast cars, tall peo-
ple, a drill and a screaming baby... 
And last but not least Moran’s 
mobile.

Julian heard a digger, a drill, noises 

behind us, a baby, builders near the 

pond and fast cars. Well done!



         
                      

Then came Zionskirchplatz

Isabel’s ears came to live in 
Zionskirchplatz and she heard, 
bicycles, trams, People, Birds, 
coughing, kids, bells, a drill, a mo-
torbike and a mobile...

Nanook heard a mish mash of 
quiet, loud, fast and slow sounds 
from all around the church. What a 
lively mess!

Julian heard many noises including a 

drill, a motorbike, cars, a bell, birds 

and talking right next to us. Blimey!

Gesine’s ears were reliable as 

ever catching sounds of by-

cicles, cars, the tram, a rustling 

bag, the birds and church bells!

Bianca done great again, hear-ing green bicycles, grey annoy-ing cars, colourful chirping, grey drilling, a loud motorbike and a “ding”... 

Felix heard the birds, cars, a construc-tion site and a mysterious sound he could name nothing but “lote”. And then, the church bells they went “doning doning doning”!



DAY 3
 On day 3 we visited Hackesche Höfe for some great street art!

Nanook’s favorite artwork and recreation.

Isabel’s favorite artwork and recreation.

Dear Stadpflaster Kids and Parents! Un-
fortunately some of the kid’s (Julian, Gesine, Hanna 
and Felix) day 3 artworks got lost in our documen-
tation so we cannot present them here. It would 
be great if they could be scanned and emailed to 
stadtpflaster@gmail.com. Otherwise we would like 
to apologise for not including them here...



DAY 4
          On day 4 we had a street art hunt 

5 artworks had to be found along 
the walls of St. Elisabeth Friedhof.

Nanook, Julian and Felix competed against...

...Isabel, Gesine and Bianca.

... found all 5 artworks. A draw!

Both groups were trying their very best and ...



DAY 5
              Friday was bingo day!

We encountered familiar people...
...fruits...

...and ducks.



DAY 6
 On day 6 we got to know our local community

Felix and Philipp met local shop owners.

So did Isabel.

...and Dennis the pharmacist.

Harald the policeman!

Mario the street musician...



	 	 then	we	drew...Our favorite people from the community
                 					

Isabel
Petra,	postwoman	 	 	 	 	 	 Philipp
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Harald,	policeman

Alexa
Özcan,	
Kiosk	owner	 	

Felix
Harald,	policeman	 	 	 	 	 	 Helena
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Mario,	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 street	musician



DAY 7
 On day 7 we created our own advert

We all see adverts in public spaces every day. 
But what if we could decide what we want to 
see on these spaces?

?

Raja, William, Isabel, Mila, Richard and Felix tried to 

come up with ideas...



Richard

Felix

our own adverts the results

Raja

Mila

Isabel

William



Our adverts in Schlossgarten!



DAY 8
 On day 8 we explored urban gardens   

Cornfields in Torstraße...
Felix and Raja found the first ecological telephone!

What do we have here?

Recipe ideas anyone?

Sunflower behinds. No parking in the tomato patch!



  we had a gardening hunt 

      and designed our own BMS guerilla garden

It was Isabel and Raja...

vs. Felix and Lilli.

For a better Torstraße 218!

Patching up some patches.



DAY 9
 On day 9 we visited prinzessinnengärten  

A vast, mobile garden right in the centre of town! Fresh food!

Proud carrot owners! 

So much to discover... 

Harvesting.

Fashionista!
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